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ABSTRACT
We present the results of a Keck-esi study of dwarf galaxies across a range of environment: the
Perseus Cluster, the Virgo Cluster, the NGC 1407 group, and the NGC 1023 group. Eighteen
dEs are targeted for spectroscopy, three for the first time. We confirm cluster membership for
one Virgo dE, and group membership for one dE in the NGC 1023 group, and one dE in the
NGC 1407 group for the first time. Regardless of environment, the dEs follow the same size-
magnitude and σ-luminosity relation. Two of the Virgo dwarfs, VCC 1199 and VCC 1627,
have among the highest central velocity dispersions (σ0 = 58.4 km s−1 and 49.2 km s−1)
measured for dwarfs of their luminosity (MR ≈ −17). Given their small sizes (Re < 300 pc)
and large central velocity dispersions, we classify these two dwarfs as compact ellipticals
rather than dEs. Group dEs typically have higher mean dynamical-to-stellar mass ratios than
the cluster dEs, with Mdyn/M⋆ = 5.1 ± 0.6 for the group dwarfs, vs. Mdyn/M⋆ = 2.2 ± 0.5
for the cluster sample, which includes two cEs. We also search for trends in Mdyn/M⋆ vs.
distance from M87 for the Virgo Cluster population, and find no preference for dwarfs with
high values of Mdyn/M⋆ to reside in the cluster outskirts vs. centre.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The total mass of a galaxy and its local environment are fundamen-
tal parameters that determine its average properties and evolution-
ary history. For a dwarf galaxy, its total mass is generally dominated
by its dark matter, with the mass in stars making a smaller overall
contribution. In order to measure the total mass of a dwarf galaxy,
and probe its fraction of dark and stellar matter, a study of its dy-
namics is required. Outside of the Local Group where dwarfs can
be resolved into their individual stars, such studies typically mea-
sure the motion of stars within a projected radius containing half of
the total galaxy light (called the half-light or effective radius Re).
Past studies of the dynamics of galaxies that are pressure-supported
by random internal stellar motions (which are also typically old and
cold gas-free systems) have ranged from the most massive elliptical
galaxies to the lowest-luminosity dwarfs (e.g. Dabringhausen et al.
2008; Forbes et al. 2008; Wolf et al. 2010; Tollerud et al. 2011;
Forbes et al. 2011; Misgeld & Hilker 2011; Forbes et al. 2014).
When examining galaxy kinematics, the stellar mass regime
⋆ Contact e-mail: samantha.penny@port.ac.uk
of 107 − 109 M⊙ is particularly interesting as it represents a transi-
tion from the most massive dwarf spheroidal (dSph) to the lowest-
mass dwarf elliptical (dE) galaxies. Spanning this entire mass range
are the less extended compact ellipticals (cEs) and ultra-compact
dwarfs (UCDs). For a given stellar mass, dEs, cEs and UCDs over-
lap in terms of their dynamical mass, though cEs and UCDs are
more compact and have larger velocity dispersions than dEs/dSphs,
so they appear as a distinct population in size-luminosity and σ-
luminosity diagrams. Indeed, the compact cEs/UCDs are also re-
ferred to as “true” dwarf ellipticals in Kormendy & Bender (2012),
given they extend the scaling relations of elliptical galaxies to
fainter magnitudes. Their location in these diagrams is consistent
with the idea that UCDs are the remnant nuclei or cores of stripped
dE galaxies, and cEs are the remnants of more massive stripped
objects such as spirals and low mass ellipticals (e.g. Norris et al.
2014).
Velocity dispersions and dynamical masses have been mea-
sured for a number of relatively high-mass dEs (e.g. Geha et al.
2002, 2003; Chilingarian 2009; Toloba et al. 2012, 2015), but such
measurements for dEs with dynamical masses < 109 M⊙ are rela-
tively rare outside of the Local Group (e.g. Forbes et al. 2011). Ob-
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taining kinematics for such low-mass dE galaxies becomes difficult
due to the combination of their low surface brightness and small
velocity dispersions (< 30 km s−1), necessitating high-resolution
spectroscopy acquired with a fast telescope and spectrograph.
The high-mass dEs studied to date tend to be located in the
Virgo Cluster, given its proximity and large population of such
galaxies. A few studies have targeted dwarfs in other clusters in-
cluding Fornax (e.g. De Rijcke et al. 2003), and recently Perseus
(Penny et al. 2014b). Little is known however about the kinematics
of dEs in group environments (with the exception of 3 dEs in the
Local Group, see McConnachie 2012 for a compilation of Local
Group galaxy kinematics).
Investigating the dynamics and scaling relations of dEs in var-
ious environments may help to shed light on the dominance of dif-
ferent processes that effect their evolution. In groups, the dominant
process is likely to be tidal interactions between galaxies or with the
group potential itself (Moore et al. 1996; Mastropietro et al. 2005;
D’Onghia et al. 2009). In the simulations of Mayer et al. (2006),
late-type galaxies in a Milky Way-like halo underwent strong tidal
stripping, interactions, and ram pressure stripping, resulting in
early-type dwarfs that are dark matter dominated in their central
regions. Studies of galaxy dynamics are essential to identify these
objects and measure the ratio of dark to luminous matter in their
centres.
Tidal interactions and the stripping of low-mass galaxies can
also lead to the formation of compact elliptical (cE) galaxies and
ultra-compact dwarfs (UCDs). Compact ellipticals with masses
comparable to dEs (< 109 M⊙) overlap in luminosity and ve-
locity dispersion with dEs, though their sizes are much smaller
(Re < 400 pc). Continuing this trend to lower masses and sizes are
UCDs, which overlap in stellar mass and luminosity with dSphs. In
the simulations of tidal stripping by Pfeffer & Baumgardt (2013),
UCDs with stellar masses ∼ 106 M⊙ and effective radii ∼ 10-
50 pc are expected to form from low-mass dE progenitors. Such
objects have been identified to be relatively common around M87
(Brodie et al. 2011). Thus by examining the kinematics of galaxies
in the overlap between cEs and dEs, we can better understand the
role of tidal interactions on low-mass galaxy evolution.
Here we investigate the internal kinematics for a sample of 18
dwarf galaxies: 15 dEs and 3 possible cEs. The galaxies we exam-
ine have relatively low stellar masses of ∼108 M⊙ to 109 M⊙ and
probe three different environments: the spiral dominated NGC 1023
group, the fossil group-like NGC 1407 group, and the Virgo Clus-
ter. The targeted dEs span a range of size (0.27 kpc < Re <
1.93 kpc), covering the complete size range examined in the litera-
ture. They are among the lowest stellar mass dEs examined outside
of the Local Group to date, with the lowest-mass dEs in our sam-
ple having stellar mass ∼108 M⊙, comparable to the stellar mass of
NGC 205, the brightest dE in the Local Group. As well as central
velocity dispersions, we present their sizes and luminosities. From
these we calculate dynamical and stellar masses, and thus explore
where such dE galaxies lie on key scaling relations including the
sigma-luminosity and size-magnitude relations.
This paper is organised as follows. We describe our sample se-
lection in Section 2. Our observations are described in Section 3.1,
with the reduction of the spectroscopy covered in Section 3.2. Ve-
locity measurements are presented in Section 3.3, along with pho-
tometry in Section 3.4. Our calculations of stellar and dynamical
mass are presented in Section 4. We discuss our results in Section 5,
and conclude in Section 6.
2 SAMPLE SELECTION
Galaxies in the NGC 1023 group were selected from the catalogue
of Trentham & Tully (2009). The three target galaxies have dE
or intermediate-type morphology, and are brighter than R = 15,
corresponding to MR = −14 at the distance of the NGC 1023
group (D = 11.1 Mpc, Brodie et al. 2011). NGC 1023_11
and NGC 1023_14 had their group membership confirmed in
Trentham & Tully (2009), and we targeted NGC 1023_18 for spec-
troscopy for the first time.
We selected dwarfs in the NGC 1407 group (D = 26.8 Mpc)
from the catalogue of Trentham et al. (2006). All targeted dwarfs
are brighter than R = 16.67 (MR = −15.5), have dE morpholo-
gies, and have not previously had their central velocity disper-
sions measured. Three of the NGC 1407 dwarfs (NGC 1407_13,
NGC 1407_47, and NGC 1407_48) have their group member-
ship confirmed in Trentham et al. (2006). NGC 1407_36 and
NGC 1407_37 had their group membership confirmed in Firth et al.
(2006). We targeted NGC 1407_43 for spectroscopy for the first
time.
Dwarf elliptical targets in the Virgo Cluster were selected from
the ACS Virgo Cluster Survey (Côté et al. 2004), and the wide field
imaging survey of Lisker et al. (2008). The dwarfs were selected to
have a surface brightness high enough to obtain a spectrum with
a signal-to-noise ratio S/N > 10 in less than 2 hr total integration
time with the Echelle Spectrograph and Imager spectrograph (esi,
Sheinis et al. 2002) on the Keck ii telescope. The majority of Virgo
Cluster dwarfs targeted here had their cluster membership previ-
ously confirmed by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (York et al. 2000),
but they do not have measured velocity dispersions in the litera-
ture. VCC 1151 is targeted for spectroscopy for the first time. The
targets have a range of (projected) cluster-centric distance, from
0.28 Mpc to 1.35 Mpc from M87, the central galaxy in the Virgo
Cluster. Five of the Virgo targets were classified as E0 or E2 in the
Virgo Cluster Catalogue (Binggeli et al. 1985). Despite these clas-
sifications, these galaxies are targeted due to their low stellar mass
(< 2× 109 M⊙), placing them well within the dwarf galaxy regime.
Their sizes are furthermore intermediate between those of cEs and
dEs (270 pc < Re < 850 pc), making them interesting targets for
the study of kinematics.
The basic properties of the observed dwarfs are given in Ta-
ble 1. For simplicity, we adopt the names of Trentham & Tully
(2009) and Trentham et al. (2006) for galaxies in the NGC 1023
and NGC 1407 groups. We take the names of the Virgo Cluster
targets from the Virgo Cluster catalogue (Binggeli et al. 1985). As-
suming the targeted dwarfs follow the σ-luminosity relation, they
are expected to have central velocity dispersions comparable to, or
exceeding, the esi instrumental resolution (see Section 3.1).
These data are supplemented with three dwarfs in the Perseus
Cluster: CGW38, CGW39, and SA0426-002, first presented in
Penny et al. (2014b). Perseus is a richer cluster than Virgo, pro-
viding a more extreme environment in which to study galaxy evo-
lution. These dwarfs were observed with an identical set-up to the
Virgo targets in this work, using esi and 0.5 arcsec slit. The reduc-
tion of these data are described in Penny et al. (2014b).
3 DATA
3.1 Observations
The dwarf elliptical galaxies were observed using the Echelle Spec-
trograph and Imager on the Keck ii 10 m telescope on the nights of
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2015)
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Table 1. Properties of the dE galaxy sample. The galaxy types are from taken from the NASA Extragalactic Database (NED), with the exception NGC 1023_18,
which is classified in Trentham & Tully (2009). The distances of the two galaxy groups are taken from Brodie et al. (2011). Where available, surface brightness
fluctuation distances are provided for dEs in the Virgo Cluster, otherwise the surface brightness fluctuation distance to M87 from Blakeslee et al. (2009) is
used. The R-band magnitudes are described in Section 3.4. The half-light radii for dwarfs in the NGC 1023 and NGC 1407 groups are measured in this work,
and taken from Janz & Lisker (2008) for the Virgo Cluster objects. The effective radius in kpc is calculated using the distance provided in the table. The last
column lists the Sérsic index n of our surface brightness fits.
Galaxy Other name Type Dist. R Re Re n
(Mpc) (mag) (′′ ) (kpc)
NGC 1023_11 UGC 2165 dE 11.1 13.70 17.6 0.95 1.0
NGC 1023_14 UGC 1807 Im 11.1 14.38 22.8 1.23 1.4
NGC 1023_18 . . . dE/I 11.1 14.92 19.4 1.04 1.6
NGC 1407_13 ESO 548-G79 dE 26.8 13.03 14.9 1.93 1.9
NGC 1407_36 LEDA074838 dE 26.8 15.33 8.5 1.11 1.4
NGC 1407_37 LSBG F548-012 dE 26.8 15.52 11.6 1.50 1.1
NGC 1407_43 LSBG F549-023 dE 26.8 16.40 8.4 1.10 0.9
NGC 1407_47 LSBG F549-038 dE 26.8 16.70 6.3 0.83 1.3
NGC 1407_48 LSBG F548-026 dE 26.8 16.67 6.7 0.87 0.9
VCC 50 . . . dE2 16.7 14.89 12.5 0.99 0.9
VCC 158 UGC 07269 dE3 16.7 14.61 20.9 1.66 1.2
VCC 538 NGC 4309A E0 23.0 ± 0.9 14.90 4.8 0.54 2.3
VCC 1151 NGC 4472 DW02 dE0 16.7 15.29 17.5 1.39 1.2
VCC 1199 . . . E2 16.3 ± 1.5 14.91 3.4 0.27 2.9
VCC 1440 IC 0798 E0 16.1 ± 0.6 13.55 6.9 0.54 4.8
VCC 1627 . . . E0 15.6 ± 1.6 13.92 3.7 0.28 2.0
VCC 1896 . . . dSB0 16.7 13.82 14.6 1.16 1.2
VCC 1993 . . . E0 16.6 ± 0.5 14.28 10.7 0.86 4.6
2013 September 25, 26, 2013 March 3, 4, and 2012 November 5, 6,
7. Each galaxy was observed in high resolution echelle mode giving
a useful wavelength range of ∼4000 to 10,000 Å. The pixel scale
varies from 0.12 arcsec pixel−1 in the blue to 0.17 arcsec pixel−1
in the red across the 10 echelle orders. The slit width was either
0.5 arcsec or 0.75 arcsec (see Table 2), with a slit length of 20 arc-
sec. This provided a resolving power of R = 8000 or R = 5400,
and instrumental resolutions of 15.8 km s−1 and 23.7 km s−1, for
the 0.5 arcsec and 0.75 arcsec slits respectively. Generally the slit
was aligned to parallactic angle, otherwise for dwarfs that devi-
ated strongly from circular isophotes, we aligned the slit with the
dwarf’s major axis.
Three or more single exposures were taken of each galaxy
with the total exposure times listed in Table 2. The individual ex-
posures were combined with an average sigma clipping algorithm
in IRAF. We obtained spectra for several standard stars on each ob-
serving run using the same instrument settings as for the science
data. These spectra were used as templates to determine velocity
information for the dwarf galaxies (see below for details).
3.2 Spectroscopic Data Reduction
Basic data reduction for the esi spectroscopy was carried out us-
ing tasks within IRAF. Individual calibration frames such as bias,
arcs and internal flat fields were combined to create master frames.
The science frames, each of the same exposure time, were aver-
age combined in 2D. The individual science frames did not require
shifting as the spatial alignment of the spectra was within 1 pixel
from frame to frame. An average sigma clipping was used to reject
cosmic rays.
Tracing and rectifying the spectra, wavelength calibration, ex-
traction of 1D spectra in various apertures and sky subtraction were
all performed using the MAKEE program written by T. Barlow.
Table 2. Observing parameters for the dEs targeted in this work with Keck
esi.
Galaxy Seeing Exp. time Slit width
(arcsec) (min) (arcsec)
NGC 1023_11 0.9 30 0.75
NGC 1023_14 0.7 120 0.75
NGC 1023_18 0.7 80 0.75
NGC 1407_13 0.7 15 0.75
NGC 1407_36 0.7 60 0.75
NGC 1407_37 0.7 80 0.75
NGC 1407_43 0.5 100 0.75
NGC 1407_47 0.5 100 0.75
NGC 1407_48 0.7 80 0.75
VCC 50 0.95 120 0.50
VCC 158 0.95 100 0.50
VCC 538 1.2 100 0.50
VCC 1151 0.95 80 0.50
VCC 1199 1.2 30 0.50
VCC 1440 1.2 80 0.50
VCC 1627 1.2 100 0.50
VCC 1896 0.95 30 0.50
VCC 1993 1.2 80 0.50
The trace was carried out using a bright standard star, which gave
residuals of 6 0.5 pixel for the orders of interest. The sky was mea-
sured from the edges of the slit, furthest from the galaxy centre.
Although some faint galaxy light may be contained in the sky aper-
tures, there was no indication of the CaT absorption lines in the sky
spectra, so that this appears to be a very small effect.
For five Virgo galaxies, VCC 538, VCC 1199, VCC 1440,
VCC 1627 and VCC 1993, the spectra extend further than the see-
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2015)
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Figure 1. esi spectra for the Virgo dwarfs presented in this study, showing the CaT feature. The spectra have been shifted to rest-frame wavelengths, and have
been smoothed. Due the presence of skylines, not all CaT lines could be used in all kinematic fits. We also use the not shown Hα, Fe and Mg lines when
available.
ing profile. For these we extracted additional independent apertures
either side of the galaxy centre, in addition to a central aperture of
±4 pixels (∼ 1.2 arcsec width). The midpoint of the apertures corre-
spond to 1.4, 2.6, and 4.4 arcsec from the galaxy centre. The size of
the off-centre extraction apertures was designed to achieve a similar
S/N in each extraction independent of radius.
We plot central spectra for all dwarfs examined in this study
to highlight the quality of our data. Spectra of the Virgo dwarfs are
shown in Figure 1, and spectra for the NGC 1407 and NGC 1023
dwarfs in Figure 2. The CaT feature is plotted for all objects, ex-
cluding NGC 1023_18, where the S/N was insufficient for the CaT
feature to be discernible against the sky lines. Due to the radial
velocities of the dwarfs examined here, individual CaT lines are
frequently shifted into regions of the spectra strongly affected by
sky lines. We therefore smoothed the spectra for plotting purposes.
For the science analysis, all spectra were unsmoothed/unbinned.
To highlight that two of the NGC 1023 dwarfs are star forming,
we display their spectra in the Hα region in Figure 3. For both
NGC 1023_14 and NGC 1023_18, the Hα, [Nii] and [Sii] lines are
clearly seen in emission, indicating ongoing star formation.
3.3 Velocity Measurements
Kinematics were measured for each extracted aperture using the
Penalized Pixel-Fitting method (pPXF, Cappellari & Emsellem,
2004). The code broadens the spectra of the standard stars until
they match the observed galaxy. We fitted the kinematics for several
regions of each galaxy spectrum: the calcium triplet feature (CaT;
8498, 8542, 8662 Å), the Hα (6563 Å) line, the Hβ line (4861 Å),
the Na line (5893 Å), and the Fe and Mg features (5100-5400 Å).
Where necessary, individual CaT lines that are blended with sky
lines were excluded from the pPXF fit. The resulting heliocentric
velocities (cz) and velocity dispersions (σ) are listed in Table 3.
NGC 1023_14 and NGC 1023_18 have Hα in emission, and
we were unable to use this line for the determination of the ve-
locity dispersions (our template stars only have absorption fea-
tures). We furthermore excluded the Hβ line for these objects, as
this feature is in emission for NGC 1023_18, and partially infilled
for NGC 1023_14. Instead, the dwarfs’ central velocity disper-
sions are calculated using the CaT, Na, and Fe/Mg features only.
For NGC 1023_14, the CaT and Mg/Fe features do not have high
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2015)
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Figure 2. Same as Fig. 1, but for dwarfs in the NGC 1023 and NGC 1407 groups. NGC 1023_14 is not included due to poor S/N in the CaT region.
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Figure 3. esi spectra for two dwarfs in the NGC 1023 group with ongoing
star formation, showing the emission lines in the vicinity of Hα.
enough S/N for the measurement of its velocity dispersion, so we
are only able to provide a redshift for this object.
For consistency with the literature, we corrected our aperture
values to central values within Re/8 (e.g. Jorgensen et al. 1995),
following Cappellari et al. (2006):
σ0 = σap
(8Rap
Re
)−0.066
(1)
where σ0 is the central velocity dispersion, σap is the velocity dis-
persion in the central 1.′′2 aperture, Rap is the radius of the extrac-
tion aperture, and Re is the effective radius of the dwarf. The ex-
traction apertures have radii 0.45 arcsec and 0.55 arcsec for the
0.5 and 0.75 arcsec slits respectively, calculated using the formula
2 Rap ≈ 1.025×2(xy/π)1/2 from Jorgensen et al. (1995). These cen-
tral values σ0 are provided in Table 5.
The majority of the comparison samples we utilise in this work
correct their values of σ to Re/8, though Toloba et al. (2014) and
Rys´ et al. (2014) correct their values to 1 Re. These values of σe
will differ from σ0 by a few km s−1, within typical error bars, so we
do not correct these comparison samples to Re/8.
For the five Virgo dwarfs resolved beyond the seeing profile,
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2015)
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Figure 4. Velocity dispersion profiles. Top panel: velocity dispersions for
the 5 Virgo dEs with spatially resolved spectroscopy, out to 4.′′4 from their
centres, normalised to their central velocity dispersion σ0 at Re/8. An ar-
bitrary offset has been applied to the profiles to separate them. Other than
VCC 1199, there is no clear evidence for central peaks in the velocity dis-
persion profiles. Bottom panel: unnormalised velocity dispersion profiles.
Error bars are also plotted. The central values are the 1.2 arcsec aperture
values, and have not been corrected to Re/8.
we derive the velocity dispersion σ in several radial bins out to radii
of 4.4 arcsec, ∼300 pc at the distance of the Virgo Cluster. The ve-
locity dispersions in each of the radial bins are provided in Table
4. We plot the velocity dispersion profiles for these five dEs in Fig-
ure 4. Within a radius of 300 pc, the velocity dispersions profiles
of these objects are nearly flat, with no evidence for central peaks
or dips, similar to the results of Geha et al. (2003); Forbes et al.
(2011); Toloba et al. (2011) for dEs, and those for the Local Group
dSphs. To the same radius of 4.4 arcsec, we do not find any rotation
to within ±10 km s−1 of the central value. Therefore, we classify
these five dwarfs as slow rotators. More extended spectroscopy be-
yond their effective radii may uncover rotation in the outer regions
of these objects. Nevertheless, the kinematics of these five dwarfs
are dominated by random motions rather than rotation.
3.3.1 Signal-to-noise effects
Several of our spectra have velocity dispersions approaching the
instrumental resolution of Keck-esi. Velocity dispersion measure-
ments are less accurate for low S/N spectra than for those with high
S/N, such that for noisy galaxy spectra, the measured velocity dis-
persion typically approaches the instrumental resolution when the
true σ is low. Furthermore, the reliability of the measured σ de-
creases. For example, Toloba et al. (2014) measure velocity disper-
sion differences > 10 km s−1 between their spectra with minimum
S/N of 10, and those with previous measurements in the literature.
Six of our galaxies have velocity dispersions approaching the
instrumental resolution. VCC 50 and VCC 158 haveσ ≈ 15 km s−1,
the instrumental resolution of esi using the 0.5′′ slit. For obser-
Table 3. Velocity measurements for the dEs targeted in this work. σap is the
velocity dispersion measured from the full slit aperture. The values of σap
are calculated from 3 regions: CaT, Hα, and the Mg, Fe lines. Heliocentric
corrections have been applied to all recessional velocities. The velocity dis-
persions for VCC 50, VCC 158, and NGC 1407_47 are flagged as upper
limits due to their spectra having low S/N < 10 and measured velocity dis-
persions comparable to the instrumental resolution for their observational
setup.
Galaxy Name Galaxy σap Recession Velocity
(km s−1) (km s−1)
NGC 1023_11 31.6 ± 5.4 699 ± 8
NGC 1023_14 . . . 594 ± 24
NGC 1023_18 22.5 ± 7.9 438 ± 8
NGC 1407_13 60.8 ± 5.9 2002 ± 7
NGC 1407_36 25.0 ± 5.5 1726 ± 9
NGC 1407_37 28.1 ± 8.0 1476 ± 14
NGC 1407_43 . . . 1684 ± 7
NGC 1407_47 < 24.3 ± 5.2 1349 ± 12
NGC 1407_48 26.5 ± 5.1 1372 ± 8
VCC 50 < 13.5 ± 5.9 1220 ± 11
VCC 158 < 16.1 ± 5.4 1083 ± 6
VCC 538 29.2 ± 5.2 743 ± 5
VCC 1151 . . . 630 ± 8
VCC 1199 58.7 ± 6.1 1395 ± 8
VCC 1440 38.0 ± 6.5 431 ± 5
VCC 1627 49.1 ± 6.2 294 ± 5
VCC 1896 22.4 ± 6.5 1867 ± 8
VCC 1993 23.3 ± 6.1 875 ± 6
vations taken with the 0.75′′ slit, NGC 1023_18, NGC 1407_36,
NGC 1407_47, and NGC 1407_48 have σ ≈ 24 km s−1, again
comparable with the instrumental resolution. NGC 1407_36 has
S/N = 15 in the CaT region, sufficiently high that its velocity dis-
persion can be reliably measured. For NGC 1407_48, while the
CaT region is contaminated by sky lines, the S/N in the region of
the Hα line esi spectra is high (S/N∼11). Thus we expect the value
of σap = 26.5 km s−1 we determine for this galaxy to be robust.
The remaining galaxies with velocity dispersions comparable
to the instrumental resolution have S/N < 10, and our σ values
should therefore be considered as upper limits on the true veloc-
ity dispersions of these objects. NGC 1407_47 has S/N= 8 in the
CaT region, and σap = 24.3 km s−1, comparable to the instrumen-
tal resolution using the 0.75′′ slit. VCC 50, and VCC 158 having
S/N 7 and 8 respectively, and σ values similar to the esi resolution
of 15.8 km s−1 using the 0.5′′ slit. Given that the true σ values for
VCC 50, VCC 158 and NGC 1407_47 are comparable to the in-
strumental resolution, they are likely over-estimated. We therefore
consider their dynamical masses to be slightly over-estimated.
3.4 Size measurements and photometry
We measured the sizes of the dwarf galaxies in the NGC 1023
and NGC 1407 groups on archival CFHT images (Trentham et al.
2006; Trentham & Tully 2009). The images were first sky sub-
tracted, and masks for fore- and background objects created. Sub-
sequently, we extracted the light profiles using the ellipse task in
iraf (Jedrzejewski 1987), with the ellipticity and position angle as
free fitting parameters and logarithmic steps in semi-major axis.
Sérsic functions were fitted to the light profiles using a Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm, taking into account the errors given by the
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2015)
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Table 4. Spatially resolved velocity dispersion measurements for the five dwarfs with spectra extending beyond the seeing profile. For each galaxy we list the
velocity dispersion in radial bins about the central aperture. The central aperture is 1.2 arcsec wide. The σ values are aperture values, i.e. they have not been
corrected to Re/8.
Galaxy Velocity dispersion in radial bin
−4.′′4 −2.′′6 −1.′′4 0′′ 1.′′4 2.′′6 4.′′4
(km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1)
VCC 538 . . . 28.4 ± 6.0 29.3 ± 5.5 29.2 ± 5.2 29.2 ± 5.4 30.8 ± 6.3 . . .
VCC 1199 . . . . . . 52.0 ± 6.0 58.7 ± 6.1 50.8 ± 5.4 . . . . . .
VCC 1440 42.1 ± 5.9 37.1 ± 4.5 39.2 ± 7.1 38.0 ± 6.5 37.0 ± 5.8 39.6 ± 6.7 39.5 ± 9.7
VCC 1627 . . . 44.8 ± 7.6 48.3 ± 6.6 49.1 ± 6.2 47.0 ± 6.3 46.1 ± 7.7 . . .
VCC 1993 23.9 ± 6.1 22.9 ± 0.5 23.4 ± 6.7 23.3 ± 6.1 23.0 ± 7.0 23.2 ± 7.8 25.8 ± 7.0
ellipse task, and excluding the inner 2.5 arcsec from the fit in or-
der to avoid being affected by the seeing and possible nuclei. The
half-light semi-major axes (ae) were obtained as one of the param-
eters of the fitting function. Finally, the effective radii were deter-
mined as the geometric mean of the semi-major and minor axes, i.e.
Re = ae
√
b/a, with the axis ratio b/a averaged around the half-light
semi-major axis.
For the Virgo galaxies we use the Re measurements of
Janz & Lisker (2008). These were obtained in a non-parametric,
but homogeneous manner. VCC 1199 is not included in the anal-
ysis of Janz & Lisker (2008), and we therefore adopt its size from
Ferrarese et al. (2006). The Sérsic indices presented in Table 1 were
also obtained from these two works.
The R-band magnitudes for the galaxies in the NGC 1023 and
NGC 1407 groups were taken from Trentham & Tully (2009) and
Trentham et al. (2006), respectively. No errors were provided for
the photometry of galaxies in both groups in the literature, though
uncertainties in their distances will dominate the error budgets of
their absolute magnitudes, which are used in future calculations of
galaxy luminosity in Section 4. We assume errors of 5 per cent on
their photometry in later calculations of stellar mass. For the Virgo
galaxies we converted the r-band values of Janz & Lisker (2008) to
the R-band using the conversion of Smith et al. (2002), and the (g−
r) colours of the galaxies (Janz & Lisker 2009). The (g − r) colour
was selected as it uses the highest S/N bands of SDSS imaging,
and have typical errors < 0.03 mag. For VCC 1199, we convert the
g-band value of Chen et al. (2010) to R using its (g − r) colour.
We investigate the robustness of our calculated R-band
magnitudes by comparing them to the literature. The adopted
(g − r) colours of our dwarfs agree very well with those of
Chen et al. (2010), who compared their g-band photometry to that
of Janz & Lisker (2008). They found a scatter σ = 0.09 mag
around a 1:1 relation between their measurements and those of
Janz & Lisker (2008). We confirm this agreement by calculating
R band magnitudes for our dwarfs from the g-band photometry and
(g − r) colours of Chen et al. (2010) for the 4 Virgo dwarfs present
in their photometry catalogue. The recalculated R-band magnitudes
agree to within 0.1 mag of our values for all 4 galaxies.
We also compare our calculated values of R to Kim et al.
(2014), converting their r-band values to R. Eight of the Virgo dEs
in our sample are also found in their catalogue. The R-band val-
ues agree to within 0.3 mag for VCC 50, VCC 538, VCC1199,
VCC 1440, VCC 1627, and VCC 1896, though are typically fainter
than our calculated values. For VCC 158 and VCC 1993, the val-
ues we calculate from the photometry of Kim et al. (2014) are
all fainter by > 0.3 mag than the values we present from the
photometry of Janz & Lisker (2008) and Janz & Lisker (2009).
Our photometry for these two galaxies agrees more closely with
that presented by Chen et al. (2010). We find for VCC 158 and
VCC 1993, the effective radii presented in Kim et al. (2014) are
smaller than those of Janz & Lisker (2008) by ∼ 20 per cent, re-
sulting in the offset to fainter magnitudes when compared to our
values of R. The combined effect of using these fainter magnitudes
and smaller sizes could reduce their dynamical-to-stellar mass ra-
tios by ∼ 20 per cent.
Absolute magnitudes and physical sizes for the dwarfs in the
NGC 1023 and NGC 1407 groups are calculated using the dis-
tances to their central galaxies. Where available, distances from
surface brightness fluctuations from Blakeslee et al. (2009) and
Blakeslee et al. (2010) are used in the calculation of the absolute
magnitudes and physical sizes of the Virgo dEs, otherwise the dis-
tance to M87 (16.7 Mpc) is used. The adopted R-band photometry
for all galaxies is given in Table 1.
4 MASS ESTIMATES
4.1 Stellar masses
Stellar masses are derived for the dEs from their R-band magni-
tudes. As these systems are largely devoid of gas, the stellar mass
is assumed to be equivalent to the baryonic mass. The absolute
R-band magnitude of each dwarf was converted to a luminosity,
and then multiplied by an R-band stellar mass-to-light (M⋆/L⋆) ra-
tio. We assume that the uncertainty in the distance to the galaxy
dominates the error in its luminosity. The stellar mass-to-light ra-
tio exhibits variation depending on the simple stellar population
(SSP) model and initial mass function (IMF) used, and these varia-
tions are explored in (Dabringhausen et al. 2008). In this work, we
chose to take our stellar mass-to-light ratios from the SSP models
of Maraston (2005), assuming a Kroupa IMF and a blue horizontal
branch. However, without an analysis of their stellar populations,
age, and metallicity, determining the correct stellar mass-to-light
ratio for these galaxies requires additional assumptions.
Dwarf ellipticals exhibit a range of metallicity, and this metal-
licity can strongly affect their stellar mass-to-light ratios at op-
tical wavelengths. For example, dEs in Virgo have metallicity
ranging from [Fe/H]= −1.0 dex through to [Fe/H]= +0.03 dex
(Chilingarian 2009). For a given stellar population of age 10 Gyr,
this would result in R-band stellar mass-to-light ratios from 2.1 for
the lowest metallicity objects, through to 3.3 for the most metal
rich dwarfs. For the purpose of this work, we assume a constant
metallicity when calculating the stellar mass-to-light ratios of these
dEs, similar to Toloba et al. (2014). We also assume the majority of
the dwarfs are metal poor, with [Z/H] ≈ −0.33, giving an R-band
stellar mass-to-light ratio ∼ 2.4.
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Table 5. Stellar and dynamical masses for dEs in four environments: the NGC 1023 group, the NGC 1407 group, the Virgo Cluster, and the Perseus Cluster.
Stellar masses were calculated using the Maraston (2005) models assuming a Kroupa IMF, a fixed metallicity [Z/H]= −0.33, and three mean stellar ages:
10 Gyr, 5 Gyr, and 3 Gyr. All values are determined out to 1 Re, and the stellar and dynamical masses are therefore half-light masses. The values of MR ,
M⋆ and Mdyn are calculated using the distances listed in Table 1. Also included are three dEs in the Perseus Cluster with esi spectroscopy first presented in
Penny et al. (2014b), at an assumed distance of 70 Mpc.
Galaxy MR σ0 Mdyn M⋆ (10 Gyr) M⋆ (5 Gyr) M⋆ (3 Gyr) Mdyn/M⋆ Mdyn/M⋆ Mdyn/M⋆
(mag) (km s−1 ) (×108 M⊙) (×108 M⊙) (×108 M⊙) (×108 M⊙) (10 Gyr) (5 Gyr) (3 Gyr)
NGC 1023_11 −16.53 ± 0.21 34.6 17.2 ± 4.3 3.6 ± 0.6 2.1 ± 0.4 1.3 ± 0.4 4.8 ± 1.5 8.3 ± 3.3 12.9 ± 4.8
NGC 1023_14 −15.85 ± 0.21 . . . . . . 1.9 ± 0.4 1.1 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.2 . . . . . . . . .
NGC 1023_18 −15.31 ± 0.21 23.8 8.9 ± 4.3 1.2 ± 0.3 0.7 ± 0.2 0.4 ± 0.2 7.7 ± 4.3 13.2 ± 9.1 20.5 ± 10.4
NGC 1407_13 −19.11 ± 0.26 65.9 126.7 ± 22.3 38.4 ± 7.9 22.4 ± 5.3 14.4 ± 4.7 3.3 ± 0.9 5.7 ± 2.2 8.8 ± 2.5
NGC 1407_36 −16.81 ± 0.26 26.1 11.4 ± 3.7 4.6 ± 1.0 2.7 ± 0.6 1.7 ± 0.6 2.5 ± 0.9 4.2 ± 2.0 6.6 ± 2.6
NGC 1407_37 −16.62 ± 0.26 29.9 20.3 ± 8.1 3.9 ± 0.8 2.3 ± 0.5 1.5 ± 0.5 5.2 ± 2.3 9.0 ± 4.8 13.9 ± 4.3
NGC 1407_43 −15.74 ± 0.26 . . . . . . 1.7 ± 0.4 1.0 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.1 . . . . . . . . .
NGC 1407_47 −15.44 ± 0.26 < 24.9 < 7.8 ± 2.5 1.3 ± 0.3 0.8 ± 0.2 0.5 ± 0.2 < 5.9 ± 2.3 < 10.2 ± 4.9 < 15.9 ± 10.1
NGC 1407_48 −15.47 ± 0.26 25.2 8.4 ± 2.6 1.3 ± 0.3 0.8 ± 0.2 0.5 ± 0.2 6.2 ± 2.3 10.7 ± 5.0 16.6 ± 10.5
VCC 50 −16.22 ± 0.09 < 14.6 < 3.2 ± 1.9 2.7 ± 0.3 1.6 ± 0.2 1.0 ± 0.2 < 1.2 ± 0.7 < 2.0 ± 1.3 < 3.2 ± 2.1
VCC 158 −16.50 ± 0.09 < 18.6 < 8.7 ± 3.7 3.5 ± 0.4 2.0 ± 0.3 1.3 ± 0.2 < 2.5 ± 1.1 < 4.3 ± 2.0 < 6.7 ± 3.5
VCC 538 −16.91 ± 0.09 33.7 9.3 ± 2.3 5.1 ± 0.6 2.9 ± 0.4 1.9 ± 0.4 1.8 ± 0.5 3.1 ± 1.0 4.9 ± 2.0
VCC 1151 −15.80 ± 0.10 . . . . . . 1.8 ± 0.1 1.1 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.1 . . . . . . . . .
VCC 1199 −16.15 ± 0.20 58.4 13.9 ± 2.7 2.5 ± 0.5 1.5 ± 0.3 0.9 ± 0.3 5.5 ± 1.5 9.5 ± 3.4 14.8 ± 7.6
VCC 1440 −17.48 ± 0.09 39.6 12.8 ± 3.4 8.6 ± 1.0 5.0 ± 0.7 3.2 ± 0.6 1.5 ± 0.4 2.6 ± 0.8 4.0 ± 1.6
VCC 1627 −17.05 ± 0.22 49.2 10.2 ± 2.2 5.7 ± 1.1 3.3 ± 0.7 2.2 ± 0.6 1.8 ± 0.5 3.1 ± 1.2 4.8 ± 2.6
VCC 1896 −17.29 ± 0.09 24.6 10.6 ± 4.2 7.2 ± 0.8 4.2 ± 0.6 2.7 ± 0.5 1.5 ± 0.6 2.5 ± 1.1 3.9 ± 2.0
VCC 1993 −16.82 ± 0.08 25.1 8.2 ± 3.0 4.7 ± 0.5 2.7 ± 0.3 1.7 ± 0.3 1.8 ± 0.7 3.0 ± 1.2 4.7 ± 2.2
CGW 38 −17.21 ± 0.04 36.4 10.63 ± 2.5 6.7 ± 0.8 3.9 ± 0.3 2.5 ± 0.2 1.6 ± 0.4 2.7 ± 0.7 4.3 ± 1.1
CGW 39 −16.92 ± 0.04 25.7 9.5 ± 4.5 5.1 ± 0.9 3.0 ± 0.3 1.9 ± 0.1 1.9 ± 0.6 3.2 ± 1.0 5.0 ± 1.5
SA426_002 −17.43 ± 0.03 33.4 35.4 ± 11.5 8.2 ± 0.6 4.8 ± 0.3 3.1 ± 0.2 4.3 ± 1.1 7.4 ± 1.8 11.5 ± 2.8
The stellar mass-to-light ratio increases as the stellar popula-
tion ages, as low-mass stars contribute less light per unit mass than
high-mass stars. For example, some dEs in Virgo reveal evidence
for intermediate-age stars (e.g. Toloba et al. 2012, 2014), with the
mean age of their stellar population ∼ 3 Gyr. If the mean age of
the stars were 3 Gyr then the M⋆/L⋆ ratio would be systemati-
cally lower by a factor of about 2.5 than that of a stellar population
with a mean age of 10 Gyr. In Toloba et al. (2014), their figure 16
shows that the majority of discy dEs have derived ages ∼ 5 Gyr.
Furthermore, those exhibiting stellar discs (consistent with an in-
fall and morphological transformation origin) having younger ages
than those without discs. Likewise, dEs in the group environments
may have on average younger stellar population ages than those in
a galaxy cluster. We therefore calculate stellar mass-to-light ratios
for three different ages ranging from 3 to 10 Gyr. This corresponds
to a change of the mass-to-light ratio from 0.9 to 2.4 for our as-
sumed metallicity of [Z/H] = −0.33.
Assuming old stellar populations with age 10 Gyr, the Virgo
dwarfs in our sample have half-light stellar masses 1.8 × 108 M⊙ <
M⋆ < 8.6×108 M⊙ i.e. stellar masses within 1 Re (or half of the total
stellar mass). The majority of group dwarfs have M⋆ < 109 M⊙,
with the exception of NGC 1407_13, which has M⋆ = 7.7×109 M⊙.
As an additional check, we compared our stellar masses to
those obtained from K-band photometry. The K-band has the ad-
vantage that it is a good proxy for stellar mass, with the M/L ra-
tio being less sensitive to metallicity variations than optical bands.
Seven of our galaxies (NGC 1407_13, VCC 538, VCC 1199,
VCC 1440, VCC 1627, VCC 1896, and VCC 1993) are present
in the 2MASS extended source catalogue. For five of the dwarfs
(NGC 1407_13, VCC 538, VCC 1199, VCC 1440 and VCC 1627),
their K-band stellar masses generally agree to within 50% of their
values derived from R-band photometry assuming the same stellar
population of age 10 Gyr. The two exceptions are VCC 1993 and
VCC 1826, which have R-band stellar masses more than 50 per cent
higher than their K-band stellar masses within 1 Re. However, these
two dwarfs are diffuse, and flux in their outer regions may therefore
be missed in their K-band photometry.
4.2 Dynamical masses
To calculate dynamical masses for our dwarfs, we used the method
of Wolf et al. (2010) who presented a simple formula to calculate
dynamical mass that is largely independent of orbital anisotropy
for non-rotating, pressure-supported systems out to one half-light
radius Re:
Mdyn = CG−1σ2Re, (2)
where σ is a measure of the system’s velocity dispersion.
For the size of each system we use the half-light radii Re
listed in Table 1. In principle, the observed σ can be corrected to a
uniform standard (such as the total, luminosity-weighted, infinite-
aperture velocity dispersion) via the variable term C (for further
details see discussion by Forbes et al. 2011). Here we use the cen-
tral value of σ (see Table 5) calculated at Re/8. Using Re and σ0,
C is well approximated by 6.5 for Sérsic n = 2, typical for the dEs
examined here.
Luminous dE galaxies may reveal some rotation (Geha et al.
2003; Toloba et al. 2011), for which the dynamical masses would
need correcting. However, as noted above, we find no evidence for
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rotation in our five low-luminosity Virgo dEs with extended kine-
matics. Therefore we did not correct our values of σ0 for the effects
of rotation prior to calculating the dynamical masses of the dEs.
To compare the dynamical mass (within the de-projected half-
light radius) with the stellar mass, we follow Forbes et al. (2011)
and use half of the total stellar mass to calculate the dynamical-to-
stellar mass ratio. Half-light values for both stellar mass and dy-
namical mass are presented in Table 5 for all objects examined
in this study, including the three Perseus dEs from Penny et al.
(2014b). For VCC 50, VCC 158, and NGC 1407_47, the veloc-
ity dispersions are likely over-estimated (see Section 3.3.1), and
therefore their dynamical masses presented in Table 5 are marked
as upper limits.
5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Scaling relations
We examine the size-magnitude and σ-luminosity relations for our
sample in Figure 5. For comparison to our galaxies, we utilise
the sample of Norris et al. (2014) and Forbes et al. (2014), which
provides absolute magnitudes, sizes, velocity dispersions, stellar
masses and dynamical masses for compact objects with spectro-
scopically confirmed distances for objects identified from Hubble
Space Telescope imaging. The sample also includes data for glob-
ular clusters, UCDs, dSphs, dEs, cEs, and Es. Furthermore, we
compliment the comparison sample by data from Misgeld & Hilker
(2011), Brodie et al. (2011) and Forbes et al. (2013), with objects
spanning 104 M⊙ to 1012 M⊙ in stellar mass (globular clusters
through to giant ellipticals), and additional dEs in the Virgo Cluster
from Toloba et al. (2014).
5.1.1 The size-magnitude relation
We present the size-magnitude relation for dwarfs in a range of
environments in the left-hand panel of Figure 5. The majority of
dwarfs targeted in this work have magnitudes fainter than MR =
−18, the region of the size-magnitude relation where the sizes of
dEs/dSphs begin to diverge from those of giant and compact el-
lipticals. Regardless of environment, the dEs we examine here fol-
low the same size-magnitude relation in Figure 5, and the major-
ity overlap in size with dEs taken from the comparison sample of
Norris et al. (2014). The fainter objects with MR > −16 mag begin
to fill in the size-magnitude gap between dSphs and dEs. The dEs
in the NGC 1023 and NGC 1407 groups have typical sizes for their
luminosity, comparable to the brightest dwarfs in the Local Group
and the faintest dEs we target in the Virgo Cluster. All the group
dwarfs we examine here are more extended than cEs of compara-
ble luminosity by > 400 pc, while the Virgo Cluster and Perseus
Cluster objects exhibit a far wider range of size.
Two of the Virgo Cluster targets, VCC 1199 and VCC 1627,
have sizes Re = 270 pc and 280 pc respectively, placing them well
below the size-luminosity relation traced by the majority of dEs
at comparable magnitudes (MR ≈ −17). Instead, in the left-hand
panel of Figure 5 they occupy the region of the size-magnitude re-
lation traced by cE galaxies, with sizes comparable to M32 (MR =
−16 mag, Re = 113 pc). These M32-like objects may be the re-
sult of tidal stripping, and we will therefore examine their location
on the σ-luminosity relation in Section 5.1.2 to see whether their
dynamics are unusual for the luminosity.
5.1.2 The σ-luminosity relation
Prior to this work, Forbes et al. (2011) examined the velocity dis-
persions of dEs down to MR ≈ −15.7, and here we extend the
study of dE kinematics down to MR ≈ −15.3 for dEs in groups.
As can be seen in the right-hand panel of Figure 5, all dEs in this
study follow the same σ-luminosity relation as objects taken from
the literature. Furthermore, three of the group dEs, NGC 1023_18,
NGC 1407_47, and NGC 1407_48, are among the faintest dEs ex-
amined to date outside of the Local Group, bridging the luminosity
gap between cluster dEs and Local Group dSphs. They have com-
parable values of σ0 to other faint dEs and the Local Group mem-
ber NGC 205, and have lower values of σ0 than cEs at the same
luminosity.
The σ-luminosity relation is a useful diagnostic for identifying
galaxies with elevated velocity dispersions that may indicate a tidal
stripping event. When a galaxy is tidally stripped, its luminosity
and size will decrease, but its central velocity dispersion will re-
main relatively unchanged (Bender et al. 1992), decreasing by only
a few per cent (e.g. Chilingarian et al. 2009).
Two Virgo dEs in our sample, VCC 1199 and VCC 1627,
have velocity dispersions σ0 = 58.4 km s−1 and 49.2 km s−1 re-
spectively, among the highest measured for dEs of their luminosity.
The high velocity dispersion of VCC 1199 lies on the region of
the σ-luminosity relation occupied by cEs, while the σ0 value for
VCC 1627 is too low to place it on the σ-luminosity relation seen
for cEs of comparable luminosity (MR = −17.05). As discussed in
Section 5.1.1, these two galaxies are compact for their luminosity,
with sizes Re < 300 pc, similar to cEs. With further tidal strip-
ping, VCC 1627 will reduce in luminosity, and move onto the σ-
luminosity relation for cEs. To place it onto the relation, VCC 1627
will need to dim by ∼ 1.5 mag, losing ≈ 3 × 108 M⊙, losing 75 per
cent of its current stellar mass.
5.1.3 Dynamical vs. Stellar mass
While the Local Group dSphs are known to have high dynamical-
to-stellar mass ratios, this is unknown for cluster dwarfs due to the
difficulty in obtaining deep spectroscopy of faint dwarfs with suf-
ficient resolution to obtain their central velocity dispersions. Us-
ing stability arguments, Penny et al. (2009) predict that dEs in the
Perseus Cluster with stellar masses < 109 M⊙ are dark matter domi-
nated throughout their structures in order to prevent their disruption
by the cluster tidal potential. This would result in high mass-to-light
ratios in their central regions, and we investigate whether this is the
case for the dEs examined in this study by examining how the dy-
namical masses of the dEs compare to their stellar masses.
A large dynamical-to-stellar mass ratio may also indicate that
a dE formed via tidal stripping. Dynamical-to-stellar masses much
greater than unity are indicative of either a dark matter dominated
object, else a kinematically disturbed or tidally stripped object that
is no longer in dynamical equilibrium.
The dynamical vs. stellar mass diagram for all targeted dwarfs
is shown in Figure 6, along with a comparison sample of objects
from Norris et al. (2014), with additional dEs in Virgo provided
by Toloba et al. (2014). For our sample, the stellar masses within
1 Re assume an old stellar population with a mean age 10 Gyr and
[Z/H] = −0.33 as described in Section 4. For the comparison sam-
ple, we restrict the mass range to objects with masses 106 M⊙ to
5 × 1011 M⊙. This restriction in mass was applied to remove glob-
ular clusters from the comparison sample, but include UCD-like
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Figure 5. Scaling relations for stellar systems across a range of environment. Left panel: The size-luminosity relation for dEs and other systems in different
environments. Right panel: The sigma-luminosity relation for dEs and other systems. Also included for comparison in both panels is the sample of Norris et al.
(2014).
objects with masses similar to Omega Centauri (4 × 106 M⊙), hy-
pothesised to be the tidally stripped nucleus of a dE.
We find that Virgo dEs typically have Mdyn/M⋆ < 2. These
dwarfs are not dark matter dominated in their central regions, nor
do they show evidence for being tidal remnants i.e. having compact
sizes for a given luminosity.
However, a number of objects in our sample show elevated
dynamical-to-stellar mass ratios, regardless of the assumed age
of their stellar population. Within the Virgo Cluster, VCC 1199
exhibits the most elevated dynamical-to-stellar mass ratios, with
Mdyn/M⋆ = 5.5 assuming a mean stellar population age of 10 Gyr.
In Perseus, SA 0426_002 has the most elevated dynamical-to-
stellar mass ratio, with Mdyn/M⋆ = 4.2 ± 1.1. This dwarf is likely
tidally interacting with NGC 1275, the central galaxy of the Perseus
Cluster (Penny et al. 2014b), and may not be in dynamical equilib-
rium as a result of this interaction, resulting in a high value of σ0
for its luminosity.
The group dEs typically exhibit higher values of Mdyn/M⋆
than those in the Virgo and Perseus clusters, and six of the seven
group dEs with measured velocity dispersions have Mdyn/M⋆ >
3. Assuming stellar populations of age 10 Gyr, the cluster dEs
(Perseus and Virgo) have a mean value Mdyn/M⋆ = 2.2 ± 0.5, vs
Mdyn/M⋆ = 5.1 ± 0.6 for the group dEs. Lowering the mean stellar
age of these objects will increase Mdyn/M⋆, as will decreasing their
metallicities. However, the group targets extend to lower luminosi-
ties than the cluster targets, and it can be seen in Fig. 6 that lower
luminosity galaxies exhibit higher values of Mdyn/M⋆. Our sample
size, particularly for fainter galaxies, it not large enough to examine
luminosity trends in Mdyn/M⋆ with respect to environment.
5.2 The Virgo Cluster
Due to its close distance of 16.7 Mpc (Blakeslee et al. 2009), large
population of dEs with confirmed cluster membership, and deep
imaging from which to obtain sizes, Virgo is the most common
cluster in which to study dE kinematics. These dEs share a common
environment and similar distance, removing some of the uncer-
tainty in their size determination. We therefore re-plot Figure 6 for
Virgo Cluster members only in Figure 7. The Local Group dSphs
are included for comparison, as no internal kinematics have been
determined for early-type dwarfs less massive than ∼ 5 × 107 M⊙
in the Virgo Cluster (or indeed, any environment outside the Local
Group).
We compare our galaxies to the Virgo Cluster dE samples
of Geha et al. (2003), Forbes et al. (2011), Rys et al. (2013),
and Toloba et al. (2014). Virgo Cluster dEs present in the cata-
logue of Norris et al. (2014) are also included in Figure 7. Three
of the compact Virgo dwarfs in our sample VCC 1199, VCC 1440,
and VCC 1627 have also had their dynamical masses determined
by Guérou et al. (2015) using velocity dispersions obtained from
Gemini-GMOS IFU spectroscopy. Within the error bars, our dy-
namical masses agree with those obtained in their study, though we
do not include these galaxies in Figure 7 for simplicity. The major-
ity of our Virgo dE targets follow the Mdyn vs. M⋆ relation traced by
Virgo giant ellipticals, though while the majority of giant Es trace
a 3:1 relation, the dEs scatter more between a 3:1 and 1:1 relation.
None of the Virgo dEs/cEs we examine exhibit elevated values of
Mdyn for their stellar mass.
5.2.1 Mass-to-light ratio vs. cluster-centric distance
Rys´ et al. (2014) tentatively identified a trend such that the
dynamical-to-stellar mass ratio increases as a function of distance
from the centre of the Virgo Cluster. The dEs with highest values of
Mdyn/M⋆ are at distances > 1 Mpc from M87, which is similar to
the virial radius Rvir = 1.08 Mpc (Pointecouteau et al. 2005) of the
Virgo A subcluster. This relation was found when “de-projecting”
the distances of their Virgo dE sample using redshift independent
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Figure 6. Dynamical vs. stellar mass within 1 Re for early-type galaxies and
massive star clusters. The black line is a 1:1 relation between the dynamical
mass Mdyn , and the stellar mass M⋆. The dashed line is a 3:1 ratio. Galaxies
that lie above this dashed line have high dynamical-to-stellar mass ratios,
similar to the Local Group dSphs. It can be seen that the mass ratios of dEs
scatter between the 1:1 and 3:1 relations. For stellar masses < 5 × 108 M⊙,
three group dEs have elevated dynamical masses, similar to the Local Group
dSphs.
distances in combination with angular separations from M87, re-
moving some of the uncertainty in the distances of the objects from
the cluster-centric galaxy M87.
We investigate whether a similar relation is seen when en-
larging the sample with our Virgo dEs, de-projecting their dis-
tances from M87 with redshift independent distances from the liter-
ature. Distances from surface brightness fluctuations are found for
5 dEs in our sample (VCC 1199, Blakeslee et al. 2010; VCC 523,
VCC 1440, VCC 1627, and VCC 1993, Blakeslee et al. 2009). We
combine these distances with the angular separations of the dEs to
M87 to provide a de-projected distance to M87.
We plot Mdyn/M⋆ vs. de-projected cluster-centric distance in
Figure 8 for the Virgo Cluster members. Four of the dEs have dis-
tances < 1.2 Mpc from the cluster centre. However, VCC 538 is
located at a distance of 23.0 Mpc, 6.3 Mpc more distant than M87
at 16.7 Mpc. Virgo has complex substructure, and this distance
places VCC 538 outside the Virgo A cluster (around M87).Its an-
gular separation and radial velocity place it in the Virgo B subclus-
ter, at a projected separation of 1 Mpc from M49, though it is at
de-projected distance of 6.3 Mpc from M49, which again places it
behind the cluster. VCC 538 is therefore not included in Figure 8.
Additionally we include data from Geha et al. (2003), Forbes et al.
(2011), Rys´ et al. (2013) and Toloba et al. (2014) for which surface
brightness fluctuation distances are available. The majority of the
surface brightness fluctuation distances for both samples are taken
from Blakeslee et al. (2009), with the distance to three dEs from
Toloba et al. (2014) provided by Jerjen et al. (2004). This adds 7
dEs from Rys´ et al. (2013) and 19 dEs from Toloba et al. (2014) to
the plot.
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Figure 7. Dynamical vs. stellar mass within 1 Re for early-type galaxies and
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It can be seen from Figure 8 that there is no clear trend for
dEs at larger cluster-centric distance to exhibit higher values of
Mdyn/M⋆ than those at small cluster-centric distance. Some dEs in
our sample lie closer in distance to M49, the brightest galaxy in the
Virgo Cluster, and we highlight such galaxies with small separation
from M49 by circling them in Figure 8. Despite highlighting galax-
ies that are at a smaller separation from M49 than M87, no trend is
found in Mdyn/M⋆ with cluster-centric distance with the remaining
satellites of M87.
While the dEs with higher values of Mdyn/M⋆ at first glance
seem to favour large separations from M87, the samples contain
dwarfs over 3 orders of magnitude in brightness. In our Virgo sam-
ple, along with both the Geha et al. (2003) and Toloba et al. (2014)
comparison samples, the fainter dwarfs exhibit higher values of
Mdyn/M⋆. Thus more kinematics of Virgo dEs at low luminosity
are required to separate trends of Mdyn/M⋆ with respect to both
galaxy luminosity and cluster-centric distance.
5.2.2 VCC 538, VCC 1199 and VCC 1627- compact ellipticals?
Compact ellipticals typically have radii 100 pc < Re < 500 pc, and
they are hypothesised to be the central remnants of intermediate-
mass galaxies (e.g. Faber 1973). Such galaxies have similar scaling
parameters to M32, the prototype compact elliptical (cE) galaxy,
having small effective radii for their respective magnitudes, simi-
lar to M32 with Re = 113 pc and MR ≈ −15.9. As such, they are
interesting objects in which to study scaling relations and galaxy
dynamics, as their central velocity dispersions can be used to help
identify the nature of their progenitor (e.g Penny et al. 2014a). Dur-
ing the formation of such objects, tidal interactions are an effective
way to slow down or even stop rotation, transforming a rotationally
supported galaxy into a pressure supported one (e.g. Mayer et al.
2001a,b).
Five of our target dwarfs are classified as E0/E2 galaxies in
NED, and two of them, VCC 1199, and VCC 1627, have effective
radii Re ∼ 300 pc. As such, their sizes and luminosities place them
in the region of the size-magnitude relation occupied by cE galaxies
(Figure 5), and these two galaxies may be the central bulges of
tidally stripped disc of elliptical galaxies.
The remaining three galaxies classified as ellipticals have Re
larger than 500 pc, with Re = 540 pc VCC 538, Re = 540 pc for
VCC 1440, and Re = 860 pc for VCC 1993, comparable in size
to dEs at similar luminosity. Furthermore, all five of the dwarfs
classified as Es have kinematics resolved beyond their centres, al-
lowing us to determine if they are dominated by rotational or pres-
sure support. None of the five exhibit rotation out to R = 300 pc,
suggesting they have undergone sufficient tidal interactions to re-
move evidence of rotation in their kinematics. We also note that
there is ambiguity in the true size of VCC 538, as its radial veloc-
ity places it at a similar distance as M87 (D = 16.7 Mpc), where
it would have Re = 380 pc, placing it on the cE sequence in the
size-magnitude relation. Compact ellipticals are rare objects, and
VCC 538, VCC 1199 and VCC 1627 have been claimed to belong
to this class of galaxy (Binggeli et al. 1985). We therefore discuss
the nature of VCC 538, VCC 1199, and VCC 1627 as cEs vs. dEs
below.
VCC 538 lies ∼7 Mpc from the Virgo Cluster central galaxy
M87, with surface brightness fluctuations placing VCC 538 at D =
23.0 Mpc. Though it is closer in projection to the Virgo brightest
cluster galaxy M49 than to M87, its surface brightness fluctuation
distance places it more distant than M49 by ∼ 6 Mpc. At D =
23.0 Mpc, its effective radius Re = 4.′′8 corresponds to 535 pc,
and it would have MR = −16.9. While on the low side, its size
Re = 535 pc is not low enough to qualify VCC 538 as a compact
elliptical. Instead, we classify it as a dE. Its value of Mdyn/M⋆ = 1.8
is similar to dEs of comparable magnitude in our sample.
VCC 1199 has the most elevated value of velocity dispersion
(σ0 = 58.4 km s−1), smallest size (Re = 270 pc), and highest value
of dynamical-to-stellar mass ratio (Mdyn/M⋆ = 5.5) of our Virgo
dwarf targets. It is furthermore extremely red in colour for a dE of
its magnitude, with (g− z) = 1.56 (Ferrarese et al. 2006). It is offset
from the red sequence of Virgo dEs by ∼ 0.5 mag, with a colour
comparable to a typical red sequence galaxy with Mg < −20 mag.
This red colour is typical for cEs of comparable magnitude (e.g.
Smith Castelli et al. 2013), and is indicative of a tidal stripping
event. As in previous studies, we hypothesise that this object is cur-
rently undergoing tidal stripping, having undergone enough tidal
interactions to remove evidence of rotation in its radial velocity
profile. It is at a de-projected distance ∼0.4 Mpc from M49, and
therefore resides in one of the densest parts of the Virgo Cluster
where harassment by other cluster members is likely. Peng et al.
(2008) stated that VCC 1199 does not have a detectable globular
cluster system, again consistent with it being a tidally stripped sys-
tem.
In addition, Ferrarese et al. (2006) commented that the galaxy
exhibits a spiral pattern, is tidally truncated by M49, and is a prime
candidate for galaxy harassment. VCC 1199 is therefore likely a
dynamically young object, with the spiral structure of its progenitor
not yet erased by tidal interactions, else the spiral arms could be
tidally induced. It exhibits a cuspy profile with an excess of light at
its centre when fit with a single profile Sérsic fit (Kormendy et al.
2009), and this excess light may have been produced in a past tidal
interaction. The object is offset from σ-luminosity locus for cEs
by less than 0.5 mag and < 10 km s−1. However, the error on its
velocity dispersion is ±6.1 km s−1, enough to move it onto the cE
locus, and we therefore consider it to be a cE galaxy.
VCC 1627 is the second most compact object in our sam-
ple (Re = 290 pc), with a high central velocity dispersion (σ0 =
49.2±6.2 km s−1). Despite its extreme size and velocity dispersion,
assuming an old stellar population, VCC 1627 has a low value of
Mdyn/M⋆ = 1.8 ± 0.77, i.e. it does not have an unusual dynamical
mass for its luminosity. Based on its size alone, VCC 1627 would
be considered a cE as it lies on the cE locus of the size-magnitude
relation in Figure 5. However, its velocity dispersion places it off
the σ-luminosity locus for cEs by ∼ 20 km s−1, though similar sized
galaxies are classified as cEs in Figure 5. We therefore tentatively
classify VCC 1627 as a cE.
In their recent study of the dynamical-to-stellar mass ratio
of UCDs and cEs, Forbes et al. (2014) found half a dozen ob-
jects to have extremely high mass ratios. One of those objects was
VCC 1627 with a mass ratio of almost 7. The key parameters for
VCC 1627 came from the compilation of Norris et al. (2014). In
this case, their velocity dispersion of 47.3 km s−1 is from the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, York et al. 2000), and is in good agree-
ment with our central 1.′′2 aperture value of 49.2±1.2 km s−1. Their
half-light radius of 274.2 pc compares well with our value Re =
290 pc. The main difference between this work and Norris et al.
(2014) is in the value used for the stellar mass. Using a V-band
magnitude of MV = −16.7 and a Kroupa IMF, Norris et al. (2014)
calculated a total stellar mass of 1.37× 108 M⊙.
Here we used an R-band magnitude of MR = −17.04 assum-
ing the dE is at a distance of 15.6 Mpc, which provided a half-
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light luminosity of 2.7 × 108 L⊙. In Table 5 we list the stellar
mass converted from this luminosity corresponding to mean stel-
lar ages of 10, 5 and 3 Gyr for a Kroupa IMF and metallicity of
[Z/H] = −0.33 dex. The weak Balmer lines in the esi spectrum
of VCC 1627 suggest a very old age and hence a half-light stellar
mass of about 6 × 108 M⊙ assuming a mean stellar age of 10 Gyr.
This is in close agreement with our stellar mass calculated using the
metallicity-insensitive K-band, which provides a half-light stellar
mass ∼ 5.4 × 108 M⊙. Regardless of the age of the stellar popula-
tion, the three stellar masses we calculated are all greater than that
of Norris et al. (2014). However, if we take distance of VCC 1627
to be 7.7 Mpc, based on its velocity of 236 km s−1 as provided by
the NASA Extragalactic Database (NED), then we re-calculate a
stellar mass of 1.37× 108 M⊙, identical to that used in Forbes et al.
(2014) and Norris et al. (2014). The distance to VCC 1627 pro-
vided by NED would place the dwarf well outside the Virgo Clus-
ter, thus we use its distance from surface brightness fluctuations.
We therefore obtain a dynamical-to-stellar mass ratio of ∼ 1.8 as-
suming a mean stellar age of 10 Gyr and a distance of 15.6 Mpc.
Our value of Mdyn/M⋆ is no longer an extreme mass ratio, and is
only slightly elevated above unity.
5.2.3 Flat velocity dispersion and radial velocity profiles
The majority of the Virgo dEs in our sample with extended kine-
matic measurements have nearly flat velocity dispersion profiles,
with only VCC 1199 exhibiting a clear central peak. Flat velocity
dispersion profiles in dEs are also found by Forbes et al. (2011),
Toloba et al. (2011), and Rys´ et al. (2013). A comparable result is
observed for the Local Group dSphs, which exhibit flat velocity
dispersion profiles out to ∼ 1 kpc from their centres (e.g. Walker et
al. 2007). Assuming these galaxies are in virial equilibrium, this is
taken as evidence that the Local Group dSphs possess extended
dark matter haloes that dominate their total mass. However, the
dEs typically have values of Mdyn/M⋆ < 2 within 1 Re, implying
their central kinematics are not dark matter dominated, comparable
to the results of Toloba et al. (2011). The lack of central peaks in
the velocity dispersion profiles of the dwarfs also show that their
central kinematics are not dominated by intermediate-mass black
holes.
Furthermore, we do not detect any rotation in the same five
Virgo dwarfs to within ±10 km s−1 of their central values, with
typical errors on their measured radial velocities ±6 km s−1. All
five dwarfs have cluster-centric distance that place them within one
virial radius of the Virgo A / M87 subcluster, though VCC 538 has
a distance from surface brightness fluctuations that places it out-
side the main cluster. VCC 1199 is furthermore likely in the Virgo
B / M49 subcluster, again subject to a high local galaxy density
favourable to numerous galaxy-galaxy interactions. With no evi-
dence of rotation in their kinematics, the five dEs in our sample with
extended kinematics are slow rotators. Given their central location
and lack of rotation, these objects have undergone sufficient tidal
interactions that all evidence for rotation has been erased from their
kinematics (see the simulations of e.g. Mastropietro et al. 2005).
Toloba et al. (2014) find a similar correlation for dEs in Virgo,
such that 10 of the 11 slow rotators in their sample are found within
1 Mpc of the Virgo Cluster central galaxy M87. After several passes
through the cluster centre, the progenitor is heated, and transformed
into a pressure supported system, and objects at smaller cluster-
centric radii will be transformed more quickly. Therefore, if the
dEs and cEs in our sample have undergone enough interactions,
they will not exhibit rotation in their kinematics, and are pressure
supported systems.
5.3 Group dEs
We present velocity dispersions for seven dEs in the NGC 1023 and
NGC 1407 groups. The two groups are very different: NGC 1023
is an un-evolved group, consisting of a few spiral galaxies, whereas
NGC 1407 is often taken to be a nearby analogue of a fossil group,
dominated by its central elliptical. Despite their very different en-
vironments to the Virgo and Perseus clusters, the group dEs follow
the same size-magnitude and σ-luminosity relations as objects in
higher density environments. For both groups, the group dEs with
MR > −16 lie on the branch in the size-magnitude relation traced
by local group dSphs and the brighter dE galaxies.
The NGC 1023 group is remarkably lacking in bright, passive
dEs, with a dE fraction 45 percent of all dwarfs, vs. a dE fraction of
80 percent of all dwarfs in the NGC 1407 group (Trentham & Tully
2009). Indeed, two of the dwarfs we investigate, NGC 1023_14
and NGC 1023_18, have ongoing star formation. NGC 1023_18
has a large separation > 1 Mpc from NGC 1023, and is thus un-
likely to have been quenched by its group environment. However,
NGC 1023_18 is located at a projected distance ∼ 120 kpc from
NGC 1023, where it might be expected to be tidally stripped by
its host galaxy, and may therefore be tidally perturbed, increas-
ing its velocity dispersion. If bright dEs are the remnants of tidally
stripped disc galaxies, sparse groups such as the Local Group and
the NGC 1023 group are likely inefficient at transforming infalling
discs into objects with little or no star formation.
Six of the seven group dEs examined here have elevated val-
ues of Mdyn/M⋆ > 3, with the fainter dEs with MR > −15.5 ex-
hibiting the highest values. The group dEs fall into the luminos-
ity gap where few dEs outside of the Local Group have measured
kinematics. From the left-hand panel of Figure 6, these dEs in the
NGC 1023 and NGC 1407 groups exhibit values of Mdyn/M⋆ > 3,
comparable to those of the brightest dSphs in the Local Group.
These elevated values of Mdyn/M⋆ > 3 suggest that like the Lo-
cal Group dSphs, the faintest dEs in our sample are dominated by
dark matter within 1 Re. Our calculated values of Mdyn/M⋆ for the
faint dEs also agree with those predicted in Penny et al. (2009) for
dEs of comparable luminosity in the Perseus Cluster. However, we
caution that the faintest dEs in this study have velocity dispersions
comparable to the resolution of Keck-esi, and their true velocity
dispersions, and hence dynamical masses, may be lower than those
measured here.
Dwarf ellipticals in low density environments typically have
younger mean stellar ages than those in cluster cores. For exam-
ple, within the Coma Cluster, dEs at a cluster-centric distance of
2.5 Mpc have mean stellar ages ∼half that of dEs in the centre of
Coma (Smith et al. 2012). Thus we may be over-estimating the R-
band stellar mass-to-light ratios for the group dEs by assuming they
have the same mean stellar ages as those in the Virgo Cluster. This
effect is clearly seen in Table 5, where the stellar masses calculated
using R-band luminosities are lower for a younger stellar popula-
tion. Ideally, we would determine the stellar masses for all the dEs
in our sample using K-band photometry, for which the stellar mass-
to-light ratios are fairly insensitive to stellar age for galaxies with
mean stellar ages > 3 Gyr. Unfortunately, well-measured K-band
magnitudes are not available for the majority of our group dEs,
as they are too low surface brightness to be detected in the 2MASS
survey. Therefore the calculated values assuming a mean stellar age
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of 10 Gyr are upper limits on their stellar mass, and the true values
of Mdyn/M⋆ for these objects are likely higher.
6 CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have measured velocity dispersions for dE galax-
ies in three environments: the Virgo Cluster, the E/S0 dominated
NGC 1407 group, and the spiral dominated NGC 1023 group. We
supplemented these data with three dEs in the Perseus Cluster first
presented in Penny et al. (2014b). While the majority of studies to
date have focussed on dEs in the cluster environment, we have
extended the study of these objects to less dense group regions.
Central velocity dispersions were measured for 15 dwarf using the
Keck-esi spectrograph, with velocity dispersion profiles measured
for five compact dEs/cEs in the Virgo Cluster.
We found that the five compact dEs in the Virgo Cluster with
sizes Re < 500 pc have flat velocity dispersion profiles out to 300 pc
from the centres (∼ 1 Re for the three most compact objects in
our sample), with no evidence for central peaks as found for more
massive galaxies such as giant ellipticals. We furthermore found no
evidence for rotation in these 5 compact Virgo dwarfs to the same
radius, and they are instead pressure supported slow rotators. Two
of the Virgo galaxies, VCC 1199 and VCC 1627 have sizes Re <
300 pc, and velocity dispersions ∼ 50 km s−1, and we therefore
classify these objects as compact ellipticals.
Despite the range of environments examined here, from the
spiral dominated NGC 1023 group, the E/S0 dominated NGC 1407
group, through to the Virgo and Perseus clusters, the dEs and
cEs we examined here follow the same σ-luminosity and size-
magnitude relations. There is a slight preference for dEs in groups
to exhibit higher values of Mdyn/M⋆, with a mean value of
Mdyn/M⋆ = 5.1 ± 0.6 for group dEs, vs. Mdyn/M⋆ = 2.2 ± 0.5 for
cluster dEs. We note that this difference may be due to the group
dwarfs having lower luminosity than our Virgo Cluster targets, else
they could host different stellar populations. We also search for
trends in Mdyn/M⋆ vs. distance from M87 for dEs in the Virgo
Cluster, by “de-projecting” their distances from M87 using surface
brightness fluctuation distances. We supplemented our dE sample
of five Virgo dwarfs with redshift independent distances with data
taken from the literature. No trend is found between Mdyn/M⋆ and
distance from M87, with no preference for dEs with high values of
Mdyn/M⋆ to reside in the outskirts or centre of the Virgo Cluster.
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